We call a matrix completely mixable if the entries in its columns can be permuted so that all row sums are equal. If it is not completely mixable, we want to determine the smallest maximal and largest minimal row sum attainable. These values provide a discrete approximation of of minimum variance problems for discrete distributions, a problem motivated by the question how to estimate the α-quantile of an aggregate random variable with unknown dependence structure given the marginals of the constituent random variables. We relate this problem to the multidimensional bottleneck assignment problem and show that there exists a polynomial 2-approximation algorithm if the matrix has only 3 columns. In general, deciding complete mixability is N P-complete. In particular the swapping algorithm of Puccetti et al. [1] is not an exact method unless N P Ď ZPP. For a fixed number of columns it remains N P-complete, but there exists a PTAS. The problem can be solved in pseudopolynomial time for a fixed number of rows, and even in polynomial time if all columns furthermore contain entries from the same multiset.
Introduction
The problem we are considering is the following: Given a matrix A P R mˆd , we are interested in the best way of permuting entries in each column (independently) so that the maximal row sum is minimized, or so that the minimal row sum is maximized. Given d permutations Π " pπ 1 , . . . , π d q P Spmq d we denote by A Π the matrix obtained from A by permuting column j by π j , i.e. A Π i, j " A π´1 j piq, j . The optimization problem is then γpAq :" min
and βpAq :" max
We note that aggregation operations other than`are conceivable (e.g., min, max,ˆ), but will not be treated here. This problem is motivated by an application in quantitative finance, but in fact arises whenever one needs to estimate the influence of stochastic dependence on a statistical problem: Consider an aggregate random variable L of the form L " ř d i"1 L i , where the random variables L i are possibly not independent. Denote by F L pxq " PpL ď xq the distribution function of L. We are interested in computing the α-quantile (Value-at-Risk, VaR α ) F´1 L pαq " inftx P R : F L pxq ě αu, for α P p0, 1q. Often we have no data on the joint distribution L, but only on the marginal distributions F j of the constituent random variables L j , and we also lack information on the dependence structure between them.
In the following we will assume that the marginal distributions are discrete, or have been approximated from below and from above as described in [1] : For F i the generalized inverse is F´1 j pαq " suptx P R : F j pxq ď αu. Consider a discretization in N`1 points. Compute the values q j r " F´1 j pr{Nq for r P t0, 1, . . . , Nu. Denoting by 1 ra,bq the characteristic function on the interval ra, bq, showing that for discrete distribution functions, and due to the uniform discretization inherent in our definition of F j and F j , solving the minimum variance problem amounts to determining γpAq´βpAq for the matrix A, since it is enough to minimize over the set of all rearrangements of the F j . We refer to [1, 3, 4, 5] for recent applications and to [2] and [6, 7] for more details on the general concept of rearrangements of functions. Besides computing (or approximating) γpAq and βpAq, one is also interested in deciding whether for a given matrix γpAq " βpAq. We will call such a matrix completely mixable, in analogy with the definition of this concept by Wang and Wang [4] for distribution functions.
In this paper we show that deciding complete mixability is a strongly N P-complete problem, even for a fixed number of columns, but can be solved using dynamic programming in pseudopolynomial time for a fixed number of rows. We show that the algorithm proposed by Puccetti et al. in [1] to compute γpAq and βpAq is not an exact method unless N P Ď ZPP, despite its impressive computational success [8] . Finally, for matrices in fixed (column) dimension we present a polynomialtime approximation scheme.
Complexity
It is known that for two columns the complete mixability problem is solvable explicitly (see the references in [9] ). This is also apparent by recognizing that the computation of γpAq can be understood as solving a multidimensional bottleneck assignment problem. The multidimensional bottleneck assignment problem asks for the computation of
we see that γpAq can be computed by solving a multidimensional bottleneck assignment problem. Using Observation 1 below we can similarly compute βpAq and thus check complete mixability.
In dimension 2, the bottleneck assignment problem models the following problem: Given a set of workers and a set of tasks, where the time of worker i performing task j is c i j , find a simultaneous assignment of all workers to all tasks such that the maximal time spent by any worker (the bottleneck of the schedule) is minimized. Fulkerson et al. showed that the 2-dimensional bottleneck assignment problem can be transformed into a linear assignment problem [10] , and thus is polynomially solvable.
The multi-dimensional bottleneck assignment problem of assigning (equal-sized) crews of workers to (equal-sized) groups of tasks is much harder. Even restricted versions of the 3-dimensional version do not admit a polynomial time approximation scheme [11] .
By adding µ "´min 1ďiďm,1ď jďd A i j to each entry of A we can always shift the matrix to make the smallest entry equal to zero, changing all row sums by`µ¨d. For convenience we will hence restrict our attention to integral, nonnegative matrices. Assuming integrality is not a major restriction, since rational matrices can without loss of generality be scaled to become integral, and rational matrices provide a dense subset of the real matrices that could arise in discretizing distribution functions.
First note that β and γ are related as follows:
Observation 1. Let A P Z mˆd , and l :" max 1ďiďm,1ď jďd A i j its largest entry. Define A 1 by A
Hence we only ever need to consider one of the two values. To see that deciding complete mixability of A and computing β or γ are actually polynomially equivalent we only need the following obvious necessary condition that will also prove useful later on.
Observation 2. Let A P Z mˆd . A is completely mixable if and only if γpAq
It turns out that this is sufficient for showing linear time decidability of complete mixability if the entries of A are restricted to at most two values: Those can be mapped to t0, 1u, and then the algorithm used in the proof below provides a linear time check for complete mixability: This can always be done: Define for i P t1, . . . , mu the defect δpiq " r´ř Clearly, φ " 0 if and only if all row sums of the matrix are equal to r. Starting with j " 2 define S j " ti P t1, . . . , mu : δpiq ą 0, A i j " 1u and D j " ti P t1, . . . , mu : δpiq ă 0, A i j " 0u. If S j ‰ H and D j ‰ H let t j " mint|S j |, |D j |u and swap the entries of column A¨j indexed by the largest t j entries of S j with those indexed by the smallest t j entries of D j . Repeat in increasing order, for all j ď d.
Clearly, throughout the procedure the defect of rows with positive defect can only decrease, and the defect of rows with negative defect can only increase; the total defect decreases by 2t j ą 0 for each swap. Assume that the procedure stops in the last column with a matrix that has nonzero total defect φ. Then there must be a row i 1 with positive defect δ i 1 and a row i 2 with negative defect δ i 2 , since r " s{m. Consider some column index l such that A i 1 l " 1 and A i 2 l " 0. Then the index i 1 was in S l , and i 2 was in D l (because the absolute defects of the rows can only have decreased in later steps), but they were not swapped, a contradiction.
Note that when the algorithm declares A 'not completely mixable', it has computed a permutation achieving maximal row sum.
We note in passing that if A P Z mˆd 1 and B P Z mˆd 2 are completely mixable, then so is´A and pABq P Z mˆpd 1`d2 q . A more interesting composition is the following: 
The results in [11] for the bottleneck 3-assignment problem with costs defined by distances (B3AP-per) yield a 2-approximation for determining γpAq and βpAq. Proof. For convenience we will in this proof assume that the matrix A is indexed by pi, jq with 0 ď i ď m´1 and 0 ď j ď d´1. We construct an instance of B3AP-per as follows: Let I " t0, . . . , 3m´1u denote the indices of all elements of A in column-major order, i.e. index l P I selects element pt l 3 u, l mod 3q of A, and define the sets R " t3k`1 | k ă mu, G " t3k`2 | k ă mu, and Then dist satisfies the triangle inequality and is symmetric. It does not necessarily satisfy distpi, iq " 0, so is not a proper metric. Nevertheless, Theorem 1 of [11] holds with the original proof, as only symmetry and triangle inequality are exploited, and distpi, jq is only ever evaluated between pairs of different index sets from tR, G, Bu, i.e. t 
and thus swapping y i 1 Ø y i 2 cannot decrease the minimal row sum of A.
We note that if both x i 1 ă x i 2 and y i 1 ă y i 2 , and there are no duplicate entries in x and y, then the minimal row sum of A will actually increase by at least 1 if i " argmin i 1 ,i 2 tx i 1`y i 1 , x i 2`y i 2 u is chosen minimally.
In [1] this is taken as a rationale to propose the following algorithm:
end while 8: end procedure It is then stated and confirmed experimentally that running this algorithm on many randomly permuted copies of the matrix A will usually determine very good bounds for βpAq and γpAq, and is often very fast. In [8] it is admitted that no analytic proof of convergence to the optimum is known, even when randomly permuting the starting matrix, despite the promising practical results. This is to be expected: Lemma 4. The swapping algorithm 1 of [1] does not run in expected polynomial time unless N P Ď ZPP.
Proof. Consider an instance of the complete mixability problem. Apply the swapping algorithm. Assume that the expected number of times that the input matrix has to be randomly permuted before the swapping algorithm correctly decides complete mixability were of polynomial size. Since we have shown in Theorem 2 that the problem is strongly N P-complete this would yield a zero-error probabilistic polynomial time algorithm [14] for all problems in N P. This would imply N P Ď ZPP.
In fact, the algorithm may terminate with an approximation error of Opmax i j A i j q (Lemma 6).
For some matrices, however, Lemma 3 actually guarantees a positive increase of the minimal row sum: As noted at the end of the proof of Lemma 3, swapping entries in a column, say j, to achieve opposite ordering will actually increase the minimal row sum by at least 1, unless there are duplicate entries in j or duplicate row sums in the matrix A r js . This yields It is not unlikely that a matrix with entries drawn uniformly at randomly from a large domain with few rows has no duplicate row sums (Lemma 5), but it seems very hard to trace how this probability evolves after a few steps of swapping. We will now show that for such matrices and certain choices of N (given d) the values of β and γ can be computed explicitly, and that these yield bounds for arbitrary values of N. Furthermore, we will demonstrate that the swapping algorithm of [1] (Algorithm 1) on these instances does not have a constant factor approximation guarantee (it is at least OpNq). 
Proof. For k " 1 the matrix A "¨1
is a permutation that shows that the pd, dq-complete consecutive integers matrix is completely mixable with uniform row sum 
N N N‹
‚ the swapping algorithm will invert the order of the first column to obtain A 1 " N 1 1 . . . . . . . . .
N N‹
‚. This matrix satisfies the rule that each column is sorted anti-monotonously wrt. the sums of the other two columns, so the algorithm stops. The row sums are N`2, N3 , . . . , 2N, 2N`1. Since for N " 3 k we know that there exists a reordering of A such that all row sums are 3`ř k i"1 3 i this shows an approximation error of at least OpNq.
Matrices with restricted domain
Matrices of consecutive integer entries are just a special case of matrices where all columns contain the same multiset of entries M " tv 1 , . . . , v m u. If the number of different entries in M is fixed, these matrices yield tractable instances for variable d, much like an N-fold system. Lemma 7. Let A P Z mˆd such that the entries of each column come from the same multiset M " ta 1 , . . . , a m u, and assume m is fixed. Then γpAq can be computed in polynomial time.
